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Starting your own business offers the entrepreneur an avenue for personal, social and financial fulfilment. However, the 
decision to go it alone remains one of the biggest decisions a person will make in their life. 

As with most major decisions, there are a number of organisations and supports to help you through the process.

This practical guide is one of these supports, touching on the issues you will have to consider before committing yourself 
financially and personally to your new venture.

We hope you find the contents of this publication beneficial, along with the full set of tools, templates and guides available 
on www.firsttrustbank.co.uk/business

Helping you take the first steps.

Getting started.
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Running your own business can give you great satisfaction 
and reward. Conversely, it could also cause a lot of 
headaches and put pressure on all facets of your life.  
Think long and hard about why you want to start your  
own business.  

What are your goals?

Personal wealth

Status

Provide yourself with employment

A future for you and your family

The freedom to be your own boss and  
make your own decisions

You simply have a good idea and know  
you could make it work.

Your goals are very important. They are your drivers and 
motivation for setting up the business in the first place. 

Write down your personal and business goals under the 
headings short-term, medium-term and long-term. Refer 
to them when you need to make important decisions. This 
will act as a guide when you have tough decisions to make. 
This will ensure that the decisions you make actually help 
you achieve what you set out to do. Other people, such as 
investors – people who take an equity stake in your business 
or financial institutions who lend your business money –  
will also want to know what motivates you.

You as a business owner.
Why do you want to start your own business?
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There is no exact science to establishing whether anyone  
is ideally suited to running their own business. But if  
you can tick more than half of the boxes below you are  
probably suited to starting a business:

 I am out of work or redundant

 I am self-motivated

 I can work alone

 I am enthusiastic

 I am active and energetic

 I am patient

 I like making decisions

 I set clear goals and am very focused  
on achieving them

 I can manage my stress

 I have good health

 I get on well with people

 I prefer to lead, rather than to follow

 I can motivate people

 I can take advice and / or criticism

 I would be happier with more control  
over my career

 I am prepared to risk a steady weekly/ monthly  
income, as well as my savings, to set up in business

 I learn from my mistakes

 I have experience and expertise in the industry 

 I plan to start my business

 I am prepared to work very hard –  
possibly 7 days a week, if I have to

 I have the support of my friends and family  
to start this business.

Experience or expertise in the business sector in which you 
plan to operate will be invaluable and will increase your 
chances of success. Perhaps you also have qualifications 
relevant to the sector?

Maybe the family business, where you worked in your spare 
time, is a similar type of business? Any of these give you an 
insight into the marketplace and highlight gaps that maybe 
you can fill, or a better or more innovative way of doing 
something. Work experience can give you the benefit of  
the realities of the market.
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The first step you will need to take is to research 
your business idea thoroughly.

Products /Services 

It is extremely important to research your product/service 
offering thoroughly. Work through the following list and 
address those relating to your business:

Make a list of all the products /services your business 
plans to sell

Describe each product/service. Give details of branding, 
design, packaging and life span

What are the features and benefits of the product / 
service?

Identify what is unique and/or special about your 
products /services. What differentiates them from your 
competitors’ products /services. What benefits are 
offered over their products/services?

What testing is involved to ensure each product/service 
is ready for sale, complies with any regulations, etc?

Does each product /service comply with the relevant 
legal requirements, such as environmental issues,  
food production standards, etc?

What production process is involved in making each 
product?

Do you propose to sell and distribute your products / 
services? How?

Can your products/production processes be patented, 
copyrighted or trademarked?

What is your customer base by number and location?

How much will each product /service contribute to 
turnover (give percentage)?

Project your sales and market share over the first  
three years of the operation of your business. 

Identifying customers 

A new business will succeed, only if the products/services it 
supplies satisfy a need. The people with that need are your 
potential customers – your ’market’.

Market research helps you to assess if there is a market 
for your products / services, to gauge the characteristics of 
your market and to define your customer base. Use the 
information you have already compiled on your products 
and services, and ask yourself who might need your  
products /services.

Depending on your business, your market could be local, 
national or international. You could be selling books in a 
small locality, or you might be selling books nationally or 
internationally, through the internet.

What needs will your products/services satisfy?

List the people / businesses who might have these needs. 
Define them as precisely as possible, for example:

• Businesses that use colour printers, but are not big 
enough to afford on-site maintenance contracts

• Independent retail outlets that want the efficiencies  
and security of computerised stock-keeping.

Establish a geographic boundary for your market. If you 
intend selling over the internet then the world could 
be your market. Using the internet removes barriers 
of location, depending on the business you are in. 
Incorporate the geographic boundary into your market 
definition. For example:

• Businesses in the greater Belfast area that use 
colour printers but are not big enough to afford  
on-site maintenance contracts

• Independent retail outlets in counties that want  
the efficiencies and security that computerised  
stock-keeping give.

The feasibility study.
What should you research?
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Most businesses are very happy to invest a small amount of time to assist another business getting started.  
Have a very focused approach to this exercise:

• Compile a list of likely business customers

• Prepare a short, simple questionnaire to ascertain that the market you defined does have a need for your  
product / service

• Telephone each business on your list. Briefly explain what you are trying to do and ask to speak to the relevant 
person who will be able to help

• You may choose to conduct your questionnaire over the phone, or forward them an online survey. Online survey 
tools such as SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com) allow you create and publish online surveys in minutes,  
and view the results in real time

• When you have finished thank the person for their help

• Pull the results together and see if they confirm that the market you defined has a need for your product/service.

Use the answers to your questionnaire to refine your business idea and market definition, if necessary. If the redefinition  
is significant, do a new questionnaire and retest your newly defined market.
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Researching the market and your competitors 

When starting your own business you need to have 
complete oversight and understanding of the competitive 
landscape in which you will operate your business.

The best advice is ‘know your enemy’. Take time to identify 
your competitors and establish who they are, what they 
offer, their pricing, sales model and their terms of business. 
How they can be a threat to your business and what are 
their weaknesses? The more information you have about 
your competitors, the better.

This information will make it possible for you to prepare a 
more competitive presentation of your own business idea.

Websites are an excellent source of information for both 
the company and their products, pricing, sales strategy, 
messaging, etc. Check your competitor websites. 
Investigate what other competitors are out there, 
both within and outside of your locality, could pose a 
competitive threat. Broaden the scope of your search 
criteria - you never know what you will find

See what other information is available online, for 
example, run searches on online blogs and boards,  
press articles which may profile the company, etc.

Review social media such as Facebook, Twitter,  
LinkedIn or You Tube to see what competitors and  
other businesses are up to in this space

Review the online Yellow Pages classified telephone 
directory and relevant online trade directories

Mystery shop your competition. Depending on their 
line of business, you may be able to visit their business 
premises, phone them or perhaps buy from them. This 
will enable you to experience the level of service, listen  
to their pitch, get a price list, establish footfall, etc.

Attend trade fairs and exhibitions

Review brochures, flyers, catalogues and marketing 
literature

Do a search for existing patented products that are 
similar to yours

You may choose to conduct your own research either 
online or over the phone with potential customers, 
other businesses or both. Online survey tools such as 
SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com) allow you 
create and publish online surveys in minutes, and view 
the results in real time

Talk to your competitors’ customers. What do they like 
or dislike about each competitor? Why and how do 
customers decide between one competitor or another?

Government agencies often have useful specialised 
information. For example, Invest NI is responsible for 
the development and growth of enterprises in world 
markets and their website www.investni.com provides 
information and support to help businesses start, grow, 
innovate and win export sales on global markets

Your local affiliated Chamber of Commerce also provide 
a range of supports

College and university students produce hundreds of 
theses on business issues and topics every year. Ring 
the librarian and ask if you can read those in stock. Also, 
some colleges produce research papers which you may 
be able to get access to, especially if you are a past pupil

Download and view relevant apps to keep you informed 
on topics of relevance to your business, e.g. local and 
national newspapers. Tune into your local radio station. 

Review the information you have gathered and identify any 
gaps. Develop a list of questions and a strategy to get this 
information. Make follow-up telephone calls, send email 
enquiries, search online, etc. and continue until you are 
satisfied that you have a robust analysis of your competitors 
and the market.
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Sourcing suppliers

Identify suitable suppliers and closely examine their 
attributes, strengths and weaknesses. When considering 
who will be suppliers to your business, ensure you do not rely 
on just one to supply raw materials or goods /services  
to you. The disadvantage of having one main supplier 
is that if they have difficulties in providing you with the 
quantity of stock you need because, for example, there is a 
delay or a breakdown in the supply chain, it could seriously 
impact on your business. For this reason, you need to ensure 
you have a few key suppliers to rely on.

Outline the main production process of your products 
or services. What raw materials will you need? How will 
these be costed and supplied?

If you have recently worked in the industry, compile 
information on the suppliers you know and have  
already used

Use the Internet to see when and where you can source 
supplies most cost effectively

Search trade publications for advertisements placed by 
suppliers to the industry

From the information you gather, make a list of potential 
suppliers. Check their websites, then telephone or email 
them. Request an information brochure and price list. 
Also try to gauge their willingness to do business with  
a new entrant to the industry.
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Pricing

One of the key decisions you will make is choosing the most 
appropriate pricing strategy to suit your business model, 
and it can ultimately determine the fate of your business. 
Your pricing strategy will be determined by the benefits 
that your products or service offers customers, and how 
much customers are willing to pay. You need to thoroughly 
investigate and understand the demand and pricing 
structures at play in your market. Once you have a clear 
understanding, review your costs and profit goals as set in 
your business plan. Below are some considerations:

Unless your product or service provides special or unique 
benefits, you will not be able to charge more than 
the going price. If your product or service has unique 
benefits, how much more would the customer pay to get 
that benefit?

What prices are your competitors charging for similar 
products or services? How do their prices compare 
to yours? You need to take a close look at their total 
offering and target market - do they offer any value 
added service – different pricing tiers, etc?

The ceiling price is the highest price that your target 
market will tolerate. However, the highest price in the 
market may not be the ceiling price, so you need to 
investigate this thoroughly

You may consider market skimming – charge a high 
price for your product or service, to skim the top of 
the market. This will also help you establish how much 
your customers are willing to pay and help you recover 
investment quickly

Penetration pricing – charge a low price, to win market 
share early. This strategy is used to gain high visibility or 
high market share. However, be careful to avoid a price 
war!

Price discrimination – charge different prices in different 
market segments, for example, a grocery multiple may 
charge different prices for the same item in different 
outlets.

Marketing the business

Your marketing strategy will be crucial in the growth and 
success of your business. At the most basic level, marketing 
is about determining the value of your product or service 
and communicating that information to your target market.

It is essential that you develop a marketing strategy as part 
of your overall business plan. Your marketing objectives must 
support your general business objectives. Your marketing 
strategy is your road map that gives you direction and 
focuses on every aspect of marketing your business and  
will help you to:

Establish your target market and customers

Assess the needs of your customers

Communicate the attributes of the product or service

Determine pricing strategy

Establish distribution channels to get the products /
services to the customer

Plan how you both market and promote your products 
and services.

Getting your message to potential customers can be done in 
a way that suits any budget. Here are some tips to help you 
get the most impact for your marketing expenditures and 
avoid wasting money:

Conduct your marketing activities in a planned and 
targeted way. Random marketing efforts will not make 
any lasting impact, can be a waste of money and 
damage your brand

Test your campaign before committing to it

Develop a strategy and stick to it. Be aware though that 
quite often you will need to give it time and be patient 
before you can see the impact

Keep track of how much you are spending and measure 
the results

Avoid using marketing messages and information 
that can quickly become outdated, for example, avoid 
referring to the period of time you have been in business 
or to specific clients.

There are many ways of getting your message out. Choose 
the vehicle that best fits your business. You need to establish 
your specific goal and map out your objectives, which you 
can easily measure. Tailor your plan by increasing visibility 
in places that are relevant to your audience, for example 
– What is the best medium to reach them? What do they 
read? Which websites do they use? Any trade magazines or 
directories? What activities interest them?

The internet is an essential delivery channel and to ensure 
that you maximise the benefits and opportunities, ensure 
that you have an online marketing plan as part of your 
marketing strategy.

The final objective of your marketing strategy should be to 
ensure that your new customers generate repeat business. 
Do not make promises that your business cannot deliver, 
and ensure that you have adequate stocks and resources  
in place to meet your projected demand.

For more information on marketing please refer to: 
www.asa.org.uk/
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Forming a business.
There are a few different options to choose from.

When starting your own business. You could:

1. Set up, run and manage a brand new business 

2. Take over an existing business. In this option, you have 
the benefit of taking over a going concern, but you get 
to decide how to run the business going forward.

3. Take up a franchise. The master franchisor will have 
developed a blue print for the management and running 
of the business. When you enter a franchise agreement 
you benefit from the strength of the brand and the 
franchisor’s experience to date with the business. 

What structure would suit my business best?

There are a number of different business structures,  
for example sole trader, partnership, limited liability  
partnership and limited company. You should seek advice 
from professional legal and financial advisers regarding  
your business structure. 

Complying with the law

You will need to research whether there are legal 
requirements you have to comply with, before you begin 
trading. Legal requirements relate to employees, the 
workplace, the environment and many other areas, for 
example:

If you intend to manufacture food products you will 
have to comply with stringent food safety and hygiene 
practices. Check with the Food Standards Agency  
www.food.gov.uk/northern-ireland for information

European and international standards must be met in 
producing certain products. Talk to the relevant trade 
association for specific information regarding the law

When employing people, you will need to be familiar 
with the law relating to the applicable employment 
legislation and regulations.

Information relating to employment legislation is available 
from the UK Government portal www.gov.uk
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The following parties may request  
a copy of your Business Plan:

Banks

External investors – from business angels to  
venture capitalists

Grant providers

Potential business partners

Anyone interested in buying your business.

Potential investors may invest in your idea, work with you  
or lend you money on the strength of your Business Plan.

A good Business Plan should:

Detail the business name, address, owners and legal 
status

Clearly outline your business idea, aims and goals

Provide detail on the marketing plan and strategy, 
including details of your target market, unique selling 
proposition and competitor information

Demonstrate/illustrate the viability of your business 
through sales targets and objectives

Outline operational requirements including premises, 
equipment, staff, suppliers, licensing, etc.

It is also important to bear in mind that your Business Plan 
is a living document and requires updating as your business 
grows. There are many benefits to creating and managing  
a realistic plan. A business plan can:

Help you identify potential pitfalls  
before they happen

Structure the financial aspects of your business 
effectively

Measure the success of your business against your 
objectives

Help you to focus on what you need to  
do to develop your business.

We recommend that you seek professional advice from 
your accountant and/or solicitor when writing your Business 
Plan. You can also seek the support of various business 
organisations – Chamber of Commerce, Invest NI and your 
local council – that can offer useful advice and information.

A good starting point is the Business Plan template  
www.firsttrustbank.co.uk/planning

A Business Plan is a written document that describes a business, its objectives, strategies, the 
market it operates in and realistic financial forecasts. The Business Plan has many important 
uses from proving the viability of the business, to securing funding and measuring the success 
of your business.

Business planning.
Preparing a Business Plan is one of the most 
important tasks when starting a new business.

A business planning tool is not just an 
instrument for applying for credit, but is a 
key enabler for you, as a business owner, 
at any time to stand back and think about 
the future of your business.
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Finding the right people

One of the fundamental contributors to the success of your 
business venture is the people behind the business. When 
planning your business, some questions you may wish to 
consider are:

How will I manage my business?

What responsibilities will management have in the 
business?

Who will make up the management team? What skills / 
expertise will they have?

What skills will I need to bring into the organisation?

Should I employ staff or sub-contract work?

You may decide to recruit some employees. Hiring the 
right people for your business is an important process and 
requires attention to ensure the best decision is made and 
due process is followed. Regardless of role, recruitment can 
be expensive in terms of time and cost. You should carefully 
consider seeking professional advice to guide you through 
the recruitment process. 

Job description 

In the recruitment process you may wish to draw up the 
Job Description. The objective of the Job Description is to 
capture all necessary information on all aspects of the job 
and may contain for example:

Job title

Reporting line

Overall purpose of job

Main duties and responsibilities

Level of authority

Any qualifications or skills required

Experience required. 

Job specification

Another task is to define the Job Specification. The Job 
Specification is based on the Job Description and identifies 
the qualifications, experience and personal attributes that 
are essential for the candidate to competently carry out  
the job and may contain for example:

Educational requirements

Necessary work experience

Any necessary special skills or aptitudes

Personal characteristics, for example, ability to lead, 
ability to work on own initiative, good organiser, etc.

Any special circumstances pertaining to the job, for 
example must have own car, willingness to travel, etc. 

Start your search 

Once you have defined the Job Description and  
Job Specification the next step is to start your search.  
You may decide to:

Contact a recruitment agency

Take a personal recommendation

Advertise - online, newspapers or professional journals

Contact career guidance counsellors in schools, colleges 
or universities

Recruit from an existing member of staff. 

Shortlist

You can use the job description and criteria to adjudicate  
on the applications you receive. You can decide who you 
wish to interview, when and where.

Solving key issues.
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Prepare

You can prepare for the interview by:

Developing questions to ensure you establish all the 
information you require to make a decision

Reviewing each candidate’s application and CV, identify 
areas that you want to discuss during the interview

Deciding what salary and conditions will be offered 

Deciding the selection criteria

Consider whether you wish another interviewer  
to attend with you.

Assess

At the end of the interview, you may wish to assess the 
candidates under the following headings:

Do they have the essential characteristics required?

Do they meet the criteria necessary to fulfill the role?

Will the candidate fit into the business?

Can the candidate do the job?

What are the candidates expectations? 

References 

You may wish to request a reference from the candidate’s 
previous employer/s.

Written offer of employment 

After you have chosen the successful candidate, you may 
wish to discuss with your legal advisers how to construct  
a written offer of employment.

Staff Retention

A simple measure to ensure staff feel valued can be, simply, 
to keep them informed.

One way is to plan and implement an internal 
communications plan for both staff and management:

You may wish to consider keeping your staff informed 
about:

• What is going on in your business and in the sector

• The goals of the business

• Their role in achieving these goals.

Consider getting them involved - ask them what they 
want to do and how they want to do it

Recognise achievement and effort 

Regularly ask for feedback

Hold regular meetings to discuss issues that affect staff

Consider being the first to let them know

If a member of staff leaves, consider an exit interview  
to find out why.
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Locating the business

From where will you operate? In the initial stages you  
might decide to operate from home, from rented space  
or from your own business premises.

Home office

Do you have a separate room that you can use as  
a home office?

Will you need special equipment?  
Do you have space for it?

Do you intend to relocate when your business grows?

Rented premises

Do you need serviced office space?

How long is the term of the lease?

How often will you have to pay rent – weekly, monthly, 
quarterly?

How much rent will you need to pay?  
Will you be expected to pay a deposit? How much? 
When?

How soon can you move into the premises? How much 
notice must you give the landlord if you want to move?  
Will your deposit be refunded if you decide to move out?

What is the size of your rented space, in square feet / 
metres?

Premises bought for the business

What is the size of premises?

Are any competitors located close by?

Is the title to the property long leasehold or freehold?

What is the cost of the property?

Will it be part-funded by a loan ?

How much is the loan ?

What is the term (weekly, monthly or quarterly 
repayments) and amount of repayments?

When will the loan  be cleared?

What security will be provided for the loan?

What will I need for my premises?

What is needed to get started?

Internet access? A telephone? Computer  
(desktop/ laptop), printer, fax, storage cabinets?

Will you need fittings / furnishings or  
any special equipment for the business?

Will you need one or more vehicles?

How will you pay for equipment? From your own money? 
Loan? Lease? Is there a grant available to cover part of 
the cost of certain equipment? What will be the impact 
of the cost on cashflow?

What will you need over the next one to three years,  
as your business starts to get established and to grow?
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Most new businesses need some financial help to get 
started, grow and develop.

How much do you need?

What are you prepared to invest in the venture?

What other support is available?

Finance for business comes in three different forms – equity, 
grants and bank finance. Before approaching the bank, first 
investigate the other forms of finance – grants and financial 
supports – available to you. Once you have organised either 
a grant and / or equity, you are more likely to be successful 
with any application to your bank.

For start-up businesses, there is a rough rule of thumb for 
finance. It suggests the optimum finance mix for getting 
your business off the ground is one third equity, one third 
grant funding and one third bank finance. However, it is 
becoming more common that instead of grant aid, support 
agencies seek an equity stake in new businesses.

Equity is money invested in your business by you or 
by others (friends, family, business contacts, venture 
capitalists, etc.) in return for shares. If outside 
investment is being considered, you should have 
a written agreement drawn up, with the help of 
professional advice. Banks generally like to see business 
promoters investing their own money in their business. 
It shows their commitment to the business and reduces 
the overall level of bank debt needed to kick-start the 
business and to facilitate future growth

Grant assistance may be available to fund part of 
the cost of feasibility studies or capital expenditure. 
Employment grants may also be available for each newly 
created full-time job. Talk to Invest NI. A quick call can 
save you time and energy, and accelerate your plans

Getting bank finance is essentially a selling exercise – 
you need to sell the concept of your business idea to the 
bank. Banks will assess the level of risk of your proposal 
and need to satisfy themselves that the potential 
rewards match the risk – ultimately, does your proposed 
business venture have the capacity to repay the debt?

Take a little time to consider all the sources and seek careful 
advice as to the most suitable mix for your particular 
business idea.

Financing the business.
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Talk to your bank. 

Prepare your Business Plan.

Before you start preparing any application for credit, your first step is to make contact with your  
Business Relationship Manager or your branch’s SME Specialist, and advise them you are seeking credit.

When you call in to your branch they will:

Record your details

Discuss your requirements

Outline the information they will require from you to support your credit application.

No one knows your business better than you. You should present a clear picture of the key strengths and 
weaknesses of your business and the opportunities and challenges you are likely to face in the future -  
your business “story”.

A well presented Business Plan, based on a solid appraisal of the business and its future prospects, will help 
to illustrate the business’s story in a professional manner and is a valuable document which can be shared 
with other business stakeholders.

Your Business Plan should, at a minimum, include the following information:

Background details of your business including ownership, people, activity, history and location

Outline your current position, past achievements, future goals and strategy for the business

Risk analysis outlining the key business risks from a market, customer, financial and operational 
perspective and the proposed steps to reduce these risks. We have developed a Business Plan  
Template to help you prepare and structure your information, which you can download directly  
from www.firsttrustbank.co.uk/planning. Alternatively, you may wish to prepare your own business  
plan or use a different template.

Step 1

Step 2

Applying for credit can be summarised into four simple steps:

To access bank finance, your business must be able to generate sufficient funds to service interest and proposed loan 
repayments, while continuing to provide an adequate return to you and/or your business partners.

Because bank finance is an investment in the future, you will also need to show that your business can survive the 
medium-to-long term. Your bank needs to know that the business owners and managers have the skills and commitment 
to deliver the projected business results.

Applying for bank finance.
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Prepare the required Financial Information.

Your meeting with your Bank.

Once you have all the relevant documents prepared, make an appointment to meet your Relationship 
Manager.

In order to give your Relationship Manager time to review your proposal, it is advisable to submit your 
proposal and supporting documentation to them 2-3 business days in advance of your meeting.

The aim of the meeting is to give you the opportunity to talk through the details of your application, 
ensure your bank has a full understanding of your business and the nature of your proposal. Your 
Relationship Manager will help you complete the SME Business Lending Application Form.

What happens next?

Once all the required documentation is in place, a formal application for credit is made. Your Relationship 
Manager will advise you of approximately how long it will take to process your credit application.

Once your application is assessed, your Relationship Manger will contact you to advise you of the decision 
and the next steps.

In addition to the Business Plan, your bank will request you to provide financial information to help 
fully understand the nature of your business, future prospects and its long-term viability. Your Business 
Relationship Manager will advise you what further information is required in your specific case to ensure  
a speedy decision. This documentation may include:

Asset /Liability profiles of the business and its owners

Confirmation of current status of Tax Affairs (personal and business)

Financial and Cashflow Projections

Aged list of Debtors and Creditors

If required, details of any security you are offering to support your credit application, for example, 
assets, personal guarantees, letter of pledge, etc.

Asset /Liability profile of any proposed Guarantors.

If the business is already trading, the following may also be required:

Up to date management accounts to reflect the current trading period

Up to date certified audited accounts.

Step 3

Step 4
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Breakeven Analysis

Another essential financial planning tool is Breakeven Analysis. Every business should know how much it has to sell in order  
to breakeven.

Calculating breakeven is fairly simple – take your fixed costs and divide them by your unit selling price minus your variable 
costs – and can be calculated using the following formula:

What is cashflow?

Cash is the lifeblood of every business, and managing 
cashflow is critical to survival and success.

Cashflow projection is simply, a projection of all the cash 
you expect to flow into and out of the business over a period 
and is one of the most powerful financial planning tools 
available to you as a business owner. Preparing cashflow 
projections should form part of the business budgetary 
process.

Cashflow projection enables you to look forward to assess 
any potential cashflow difficulties, assess future cash and 
funding requirements, and put appropriate facilities in place 
to meet cashflow requirements down the line. 

Tips for comprehensive cashflow projections

Include items of capital expenditure such as purchase of 
assets or payments related to acquisitions, for example 
premises, machinery, vehicles, office equipment, etc.

Monthly fixed costs such as payroll, rent, etc.

For monthly variable costs such as materials, heat, light, 
telephone and taxes, estimate the cost and timing of 
payments based on historical trends and other relevant 
current information available

Outline any assumptions used for cost of sales, 
administrative and selling expenses

Detail proposed funding from key people, other private 
capital investment, grant-aid and funding required from 
the bank should be given

Be realistic in your projections and challenge your 
assumptions to ensure they are reasonable, not overly 
optimistic and will stand up to scrutiny from banks 
and other relevant parties. It is important that your 
projections are completed as accurately as possible.  
You may find it useful to get help from an accountant

Prepare some different scenarios so that you can see 
what may happen if things do not go as planned, for 
example, you don’t get paid on time or in full, increase  
in interest rates, higher than expected bad debts, loss  
of a contract, etc.

Breakeven                      =        Fixed Costs

                                  Unit Selling Price - Variable Costs

Lets take a start-up business for example:

Fixed Costs (Rent, rates, etc) £20,000
Unit Selling Price £10
Variable Costs (Labour, raw materials, etc) £5

In order for our start-up business to cover all costs 
and breakeven, the business must sell £40,000 
worth of product.

Breakeven Calculation

Breakeven =    £20,000

       £10 - £5

 =     4,000 Units or 
Sales of £40,000

Your cashflow.

From our website  
www.firsttrustbank.co.uk/business 
you can download a cashflow 
forecasting tool that will help you to 
project the cashflow of your business.
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Managing Debtors

Managing the customers who buy from you on credit is important. Making the sale is one thing, but collecting payment  
is ultimately what matters.

You should establish a clear credit policy, incorporating the normal terms of trade, which are set and strictly adhered to. The 
credit policy and terms of trade should be documented and circulated to all sales and finance staff.

Establish good working practices and be disciplined about implementing them from the outset – doing otherwise will 
jeopardise the success of your business.

1.  Stick rigidly to your terms of trade

2.   Agreed terms and credit limits should be communicated 
and confirmed when taking orders

3.   Calculate how much late paying customers will cost you. 
Remember to include the time you will spend chasing 
them. You could be using this time to sell to other / new 
customers

4.   Do not be afraid to lose business by asking to be paid. 
Customers that do not pay are a liability

5.   From the outset, try to minimise the amount of credit 
you give customers

6.   Know with whom you are doing business – make credit 
checks and get trade references before you provide 
products and services on credit

7.   Carry out credit checks on existing customers – they can 
often pose a greater threat if their business is struggling 
and their cashflow issues could impact your business

8.   Put contracts in place for all significant customers, 
detailing the terms of trade and allowing for interest 
charges on overdue amounts to encourage prompt 
settlement

9.   Never let collections drift – most customers will take  
as much credit as you give them

10.  Know who owes what, and when they have to pay

11.   If credit terms are breached, issue a formal letter 
requesting payment

12.   If debts continue to remain unpaid, telephone the 
customer and ask for payment. Remind them of 
unfulfilled promises and do not accept excuses

13.   Keep detailed logs of all discussions with debtors

14.    If no progress is made, consider taking advice  
from your solicitor.

Tips for managing customers who buy on credit
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Important Information

Disclaimer: This document contains general information. The information is not legal, financial or any other form of 
professional advice and should not be treated as such. The legal, financial and other information in this document is  
provided without any representations or warranties whatsoever, express or implied. You must not rely on the information  
in this document as an alternative to legal and/or financial advice from your solicitor or other professional advisers.  
If you have any specific questions about any legal or financial matter you should consult your solicitor or other professional  
advisers (as appropriate). Legal services provider. You should never delay seeking legal advice, disregard legal advice,  
or commence or discontinue any legal action because of information in this document.
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